get together

Here you don’t just work
on projects. Here you are
also working on the future.

More mobile, more flexible, more communicative:
the way we work is changing more and more
conspicuously. One reason is social change.
New technological possibilities and more open
social structures influence the way we interact with
each other – and thus also how we work together.

Bench working, i.e. working together at one
large table, reflects these developments. Whether
temporary work (hot desking), event-driven use by
project teams (smart working) or permanently assigned team workstations: with Sedus get together
you have a multifunctional bench solution that
satisfies all requirements of modern working.
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As flexible as your needs.

get together is suitable for contemporary ways of
working as well as for permanent workplaces – no
matter in what area or in which global location
of your business you need versatility. Whether
efficient use of space or encouragement of
collaboration: the sophisticated concept of

get together stands for the open space
competence of Sedus and fulfils all your
employees’ expectations. Concentrated
work or working together, open exchange
or privacy: get together simply meets all
the requirements of a table.

For 62% of all employees

62 %

an attractive design of the
future office environment
is important or very important in a job change.1

35% of all office hours
are now spent on project

35 %

work at changing locations
and in teams made up of
employees and external
workers, depending on
the task.2

61.1% of all companies
confirm that routine

61,1 %

activities and fixed
structures are increasingly being replaced by
flexible project work.3

Sources:
1 buero-forum, bso study 2013/14, page 29, Fig. 28
2 Study, “New Work Order”, bso Association/Trendbüro Hamburg, 2012, page 9
3 Study, “New Work Order”, bso Association/Trendbüro Hamburg, 2012, page 9
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Team spirit can now
be easily configured.
Proven. Classic use in the work
zone with fixed workplaces, in the
configuration example with 1600 mm
depth and 3200 mm width.

Flexible. Versatile use in the central
zone with space-optimised places for
project work and temporary work.
The configuration example has a depth
of 1600 mm and a width of 2400 mm.

Integrative. Use as a meeting
table with continuous table top as
Efficient. Use in country-specific,

exemplified here with 1400 mm

space-optimised work zones as in the

depth and 4000 mm width.

configuration example with 1400 mm
depth and 4800 mm width.

Restructuring can
be so comfortable.
With get together the emphasis is on success – even
before the first use. Because in development,
importance was placed above all on ensuring that
get together can be simply planned and quickly
assembled and reconfigured. An intelligent support
beam system with sophisticated interfaces and as
few components as possible means that even in
the case of moves or redesigns you quickly have
everything ideally set up again. get together thus
increases productivity not only when working, but
during assembly or reconfiguration already.

Simple and efficient. See for
yourself with our product video:
www.sedus.com/en/gettogether/

Practical and
personal. With the
versatile get together
accessories, the
equipping and design
of the individual
workplaces can be
changed in no time.
Whether screening,
organisation or
individualisation: all
workplaces can be
designed in the best
way for people’s
well-being – and
thus also for their
motivation.
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Smart working can’t get
much more intelligent.
Depending on work requirements, available space or desired quality, with get together
group and team workplaces can be planned and realised as individually as is best for
productivity and atmosphere. From the four configuration levels with an attractive price
range to the practical accessories for individualisation and the user-friendly integration
of data and power cables – get together is simply a clever answer to all the requirements
of intelligent work.

Versatile. The table top is

Useful. Many different

Enlightening. The workstation

available in both one-piece

accessories can be attached

lamp “Ninety” can be moved

and two-piece versions.

to the multifunction groove

and turned in an instant.

The two-piece tops offer

without tools. In this way

individual options for the

optimal use can be made of

electrical connection.

the entire length of the table.

The lightness of the design.

Standpoint. The 4-leg

The die cast aluminium A-leg

combines stylistically

emphasises elegance and

confident design with

individuality in a very special

timeless lines and a reduced

way. Height adjustable via

form. Height: 740 mm.

spindle from 720 to 760 mm.

Multifunctional screens
Personal space. The

Undisturbed. Whether a

magazine provides a privacy

rotatable sail or a large shell:

screen at the side and at the

the fabric-covered and

same time storage space for

movable screens offer

magazines and all kinds of

privacy whilst still allowing

personal items.

communication.

Multifunctional. The shelf can be simply placed at the front
end. It functions as a privacy screen and storage space. With
its counter-like character it also serves as a contact point.

Exciting. With its smart
design the flexibly usable
table socket module is an
eye-catcher at any
workplace.

Clean. The electrical connection panel provides plenty of
space for high capacity and hard wired cable management
and in its fixed position under the table top ensures a tidy
appearance. For flexible vertical cable management an
electrical connection unit and cable chains are optionally
available.

Organiser and smart box
Practical. The organiser

Clever. The smart box is

Easy of use. The large

Even more comfortable

ensures that folders or

hung on the table top and

grommets at the rear edge

to easy and intuitive. The

personal items are always

provides a note file, a pen

of the table provide partial

electrical connection flaps

in easy reach. The person

tray, and in the “power”

access to the cable tray.

extend along the entire

opposite profits too: the

version – two socket

width of the table and

back serves as a magnet

modules as well.

allow optimum access to

board.

the whole cable tray.
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Sustainability down to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have
been key company principles at Sedus for more
than 50 years. Principles that Sedus get together
also embodies and which are reflected in recyclingorientated product design, ecologically tested
materials, resource and energy-conscious
manufacturing and ongoing quality tests.

Thus, for example, solvent-free powder coating
is used in the production of get together instead
of conventional paint. And the use of selected
woods from sustainable, indigenous forestry is
also part of the Sedus philosophy of quality and
sustainability.

You will find more information at
www.sedus.com/en/ecology

Around the world, Sedus
adheres to the principles
of the UN Global Compact
for human rights, labour
standards, the environment and anti-corruption.

Innovative laser
edging. Jointless
edge processing at
the highest level
that harmoniously
combines durability,
beauty and environmental friendliness.

Company:

Sustainable and close.
Real wood veneers
from sustainable
forestry nearby are
not only fascinatingly
beautiful, but also save
transport kilometres.
See for yourself at:
www.sedus.com/
microsites/medien/
videos/furnierarbeiten

Future ex-works.
High quality materials
such as melamine
make get together
particularly durable
even with multiple
reconfigurations –
and thus particularly
sustainable.

Sedus get together:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

One-piece table tops

Two-piece table tops

End workstation

Add-on top/add-on shelf

Returntable

Accessories

Smart box easy

Smart box power

Organiser

Electrical con-

Screen magazine

Screen sail

Screen shell

nection unit

Third Level

Function bridge

Plexiglas desk screen

A4 long

A4 wide

storage tray

storage tray

Wide pen tray

Magnetic board

CD rack

Picture frames

Cup holder

Notelet box

Pen box

Cable holder

Flower vase

90 x 90 mm

Real wood veneer

E10 white ash

E46 light grey ash

H11 natural maple

E41 natural ash

F31 natural cherry

B26 natural beech

C11 natural oak

B21 mid brown beech

G11 natural peartree

D12 natural walnut

D11 dark walnut

B23 walnut varnished beech

C17 wenge varnished oak

E45 black ash

Melamines

K14 pure white

K74 natural white

K58 arctic white

K69 acacia

K60 maple

K59 beech

K72 olive

K66 walnut

K16 dark grey

K70 graphite black

K65 Zebrano

K71 ebony

K23 light orange

K24 sand

K25 turquoise

K26 green

Likewood Melamine

Eye-catcher. The melamine oak likewood offers the look
and feel of a veneer and at the same time all the advantages
of a melamine: durability and light fastness.

N10 likewood oak

Side elements

A-leg

4-leg

Height adjustment. Via spindle from 720 – 760 mm.

Fixed height. 740 mm.

110 polished

24 black

24 black

120 white

119 white aluminium

119 white aluminium

120 white
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